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Dear parents,
Dear guardians,

The fourth and thus the last school year at the primary school is the school year in which you deal intensively with the question, which secondary school may be the right choice for your child.

The choice of a school in the state capital Hanover is very diverse and differentiated. In all types of school, be it high school (Oberschule), junior high school (Realschule), comprehensive school (Gesamtschule) or gymnasium, the development of school profiles is being done continuously.

By offering special foreign language courses, inclusive orientation of the school, different profile classes, whole-day offerings and much more, the schools react to constantly changing social challenges and requirements for a modern and sustainable educational system.

In this brief brochure, we have put together everything you need to know about the school offerings of secondary schools in the state capital of Hanover, so that you don’t lose track of all the diversity.

You will notice that all available school types enable your child to achieve a qualified and connectable graduation certificate. Therefore, I would like to specifically encourage you to consider the choice of school type from grade 5 on, not as a „decision for life“, but as a decision for a type of school that is right for your child at the moment, hence when transitioning to the 5th grade.
Discuss with the primary school teacher of your child, which school type would be the most appropriate for your child. Because, you are not going to miss anything: Regardless of the type of the school, in which your child continues its education in grade 5, at the end of grade 9 or 10 all options will still be open for your child to graduate from a secondary school.

With warmest regards

Rita Maria Rzyski,
Councillor for personnel, education, youth and families
Information about the transition

At the end of the school year, the pupils move from the 4th class of primary school to a secondary school. In the 4th school year, the primary school offers the legal guardians at least two meetings to inform them about the individual learning progress of their child, and to advise them on the choice of the secondary school. Legal guardians make a decision about the school type for their children on their own responsibility. Since the schools have limited capacity, a lottery may decide the admission of the child. There is no entitlement to a place at a particular school. However, except for integrated comprehensive schools, a place in a certain type of school can be claimed. The transition to 5th grade does not happen automatically, but requires registration by the legal guardian.

For transition, the following secondary school types sponsored by the state capital of Hanover (LHH) are available:

- High school (Oberschule, OBS)
- Junior high school (Realschule, RS)
- School with special pedagogic profile (Schule mit besonderem pädagogischen Profil, SbpP)
- Gymnasium (GY)
- Integrated comprehensive school (integrierte Gesamtschule, IGS)

In addition, one can also chose schools that are sponsored by the private sector.

General sequence for foreign languages from the 5th grade on

5th vintage: English in all secondary schools.

6th vintage: second foreign language (elective in IGS), mandatory in gymnasia, in high schools and junior high schools, a second foreign language can be chosen within the framework of an elective course.

8th vintage: third foreign language (elective) only possible in gymnasia; can be elected in gymnasia that have a special focus on modern or classical languages.

11th vintage: the choice of a third language course, which would then be continued in vintages 12 and 13 is possible.

Supplying teachings, transport of pupils

Regarding supplying teachings and personal information of teachers as well as advice and help with legal questions (e.g. school change, special educational support, organization of teachings, disciplinary measures, contradictions against marks, certificates, grade retention and graduation), problems with school administrators and teaching staff, difficulties of children (reading and spelling weakness, dyscalculia, general learning difficulties), legal guardians, parents and pupils can first contact the schools directly, or
call on the state school authority (Landesschulbehörde) at Mailänder Strasse 2, 30539 Hanover (service hotline 106-6000).
The office of the province Hanover (Region Hannover), located at Hildesheimer Strasse 18, 30169 Hanover (phone: 616-22258), gives advice on transport of pupils and the federal education promotion act (BAföG application).

Registration dates for the 5th grade, school year 2020–21

**Integrated comprehensive schools**
Monday, 11th of May 2020, and Tuesday, 12th of May 2020, both days from 9 to 13 and 15 to 18 o'clock.

**High schools, schools with special pedagogic profile, junior high schools and gymnasia**
Monday, 15th of June 2020, and Tuesday, 16th of June 2020, both days from 9 to 13 and 15 to 18 o'clock.

**Responsible school**
All secondary schools, located in the urban area, can be freely chosen within the scope of available capacities; they have no fixed school districts. The entire urban area of Hanover is considered as a school district.

**Lottery**
Since the number of registrations at individual schools can be greater than their admission capacity, the number of students to be admitted is adjusted to the capacity of the respective school in a “distribution conference”. Therefore, it is recommended to specify some additional schools when registering at the desired school. The regulations of the “distribution conference” are met by the state school authority. This guarantees a place at the selected school type, but reserves the right to allocate to another school (than the desired one) of the same school type. According to the Lower Saxony schools act (NSchG), admission restrictions only apply to the lower secondary education (Sekundarbereich I) in comprehensive schools. There is therefore no place guarantee for this type of school.

**Important note for the transitioning pupils**
Leaving pupils, who have graduated an extended secondary education I at their school, can switch to the 11th year of a gymnasium or an IGS if their goal is to achieve a high school diploma (the so-called “Abitur”) at a general education school. There, they have to start again with the second compulsory foreign language if they have not previously taken part in a second foreign language class. The Abitur can be obtained at both school types, gymnasium and integrated comprehensive school, after a total of 13 school years.
General Information

Inclusive school
In Lower Saxony, the inclusive school was introduced at the beginning of the school year 2013/14. Learning together (inclusion) means that pupils with and without special pedagogic needs for support, visit a general education school together. The inclusive school gives the pupils barrier-free and equal access to the schools in Lower Saxony. Parents of pupils, whose need for special educational support has been determined, have a free choice for their child, whether it should go to general school or a school that offers special support (Förderschule). Each school offers at least five percent of its total places in the 5th vintage for inclusive schooling. The individual primary schools and the regional advice and support centre (RZI) of the state school authority of Lower Saxony provide advice with the phone number 0511 106 2352.

Language promotion
Providing comprehensive language promotion is a prerequisite for the successful integration of pupils with little or no knowledge of German. As a result of immigration in recent years, the proportion of pupils with a native language other than German has increased, and language promotion plays therefore a significant role in schools. Language promotion is part of continuous language education in every school subject, component of school programs as well as support concepts of schools. Supportive courses, supportive teachings or language promotion within the scope of special support concepts are being offered. Moreover, measures of language promotion prior to school enrolment are carried out by the day-care centres. Every single school is required to develop and implement suitable formats for pupils with language advancement needs.

Native language / multilingualism promotion
To achieve and strengthen bi- or multilingualism as a special qualification is the central aim of native language lessons in the primary school. For pupils of primary schools, an offer to learn or strengthen their native language has been established in many schools. The marks in native language lessons in the GS, like the achievements and marks in other subjects, are recorded on the certificate. In the school years 5 to 10, within the scope of an extended linguistic offer, native language lessons can also be set up, which can be taken part in by all pupils of the school. Provided that the native language is educated as a foreign language in secondary schools, the certificates will include the respective achievements as well. If the language class is offered in the form of working groups, the participation will be documented by including the comment “without performance assessment” in the
section notices (Bemerkungen) of the certificate. The aim is to be able to adequately promote multilingualism in schools in the future. If you are interested, ask the school administration about the existing multilingualism offerings in the school directly when registering your child.

**Educational consultation for newly immigrated school-aged children and adolescents**
The education bureau in the school department of the state capital of Hanover provides initial advice on school and educational issues in order to enable children and adolescents, who have just moved to Hanover, to have prompt access to the educational system of the state capital. The consultation takes place in close coordination with the Lower Saxony state school authority and the eligible schools in Hanover. The initial consultation for pupils provided by the bureau of education is aimed at children and adolescents aged between 5 and 17 years. The school-aged people themselves, parents, legal guardians and supporting multipliers are invited. School-aged migrants, refugees, newly immigrated persons with EU status and newly arrived school changers from other federal states or other municipalities in Lower Saxony receive consultations.

**Contact:** Claudia Dreyling und Martina Wagner, phone: 0511 / 168-31061
Appointments during office hours:
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday from 9 to 12 o'clock as well as Tuesday from 14:00 to 16:00 o'clock, or per e-mail: beratung-bildungsbuero@hannover-stadt.de

**Whole-day secondary school / organization and structure**
In whole-day schools, in addition to lessons according to the respective course plan, additional extra-curricular offers are given on at least three days. The so-called extra-curricular offers are derived from the content related and pedagogical mission of the school.

In the **free whole-day school**, these offers generally take place at the end of regular courses. Participation in the extra-curricular offers is voluntary. After being registered for this kind of courses, pupils are committed to attend them for the duration of a school semester or a school year.

At **partially-bound whole-day schools**, the pupils are committed to attend the school on at least two days per week for the whole school day. Generally, regular classes and extra-curricular offers alternate on these days (use of rhythm). On all other days, extra-curricular courses take place after the end of regular classes.

At **fully-bound whole-day schools**, the pupils are committed to attend the school on more than three whole days a week. Regular classes and extra-curricular offers alternate on these days (use of rhythm).
Locations of New Secondary Schools in Hannover, State Capital
THE NEW SECONDARY

The new secondary began for the school year 2015/16 in Hannover as a new type of school and as a school it encompasses secondary education / school years grade 5 to 10. In accordance with the decision of the school, lessons can be taught in one class consisting of students with different levels of performance in the subject. This type of school offers students with different performance potentials the chance to learn from and with each other in a manageable setting.

The compulsory foreign language at the new secondary school is English. In grades 6 to 10, this type of school has a range of elective compulsory subjects on offer which always encompasses four hours every week. From 6th grade onwards, the students take part

- either in a continuous elective compulsory course in the second foreign language for four hours per week, or
- in two elective compulsory courses in different subjects for two hours each per week which the school offers.

At this type of school, it is possible for students in grade 9 and 10 to establish an individual main focus in the areas of foreign languages, economics, engineering, or health and social matters which corresponds to their performance capacity and inclinations.

The new secondary offers an on-the-job practical focus with measures for job orientation and occupational training with cooperation partners such as the vocational training colleges, job advice centres at the employment agency, the chambers of commerce and industry, and in particular the companies that provide training and educational institutions.

The measures include, among others:
industrial placements for students, business orientation visits, lessons in collaboration with vocational education colleges, on-the-job practical projects and practice-oriented learning phases within special subject lessons.

From the 7th grade onwards, career-oriented measures are carried out, and from the 9th grade, career-oriented and occupational training measures all of which correspond to the main focus. These take place on at least 60 days, and for students who choose a profile offer, on at least 30 days.

At the end of 10th grade, the following final qualifications can be acquired:

- Upper secondary school qualification I – which entitles the student to attend the introductory phase of upper grammar school at a mainstream grammar school, or a comprehenseive school and also a vocational grammar school.
- Secondary school-leaving certificate I - Intermediate school-leaving certificate,
- Secondary school-leaving certificate I - Secondary school-leaving certificate

At the end of 9th grade, the secondary school-leaving certificate can be acquired.

The new secondary schools funded by the city are two-track schools which offer different all-day activities.
School organisation

- Two-track in all grades
- Semi-compulsory all-day school (two days compulsory, one day with voluntary sport activities on offer)
- Lunch and healthy breakfast
- School social education worker
- Inter-cultural education guide
- Intensive career orientation and preparation
- Lessons start at 8.15
- Work groups until 15.15
- Additional afternoon activities offered for grades 5 to 7 in the school kids' centre, Misburg

Inclusion

- Integration classes in grades 5 to 9
- Language learning classes

Foreign languages available

- English
- French from grade 6

Special range of activities

- Class teacher teams
- Tutors for the youngest pupils
- Team and social training in compulsory lessons from grade 5
- Easy learning group „Learning to learn“
- Domestic science and technology from grade 6
- Artistic-cultural education (elective compulsory courses) from grade 8
- Teaching subject “Fit for life”
- Prevention of violence and addiction
- Mediators (training course)
- Healthy nutrition
- Snacks and sandwich kiosk: schoolkids' company „Lozzis Snackbar“
- Work groups, e.g. water sport and games
- „No pupil without a swimming badge“
- Environmental education and ecology: energy-saving program
- Project weeks
- Class and project excursions
- Internet access for students
- School’s own homepage

Cooperation partners
- Trade guild of metalworkers and precision mechanics
- Sports and Athletics Club TSV Anderten
- Advertising association of Anderten Business Community (WAG)

Vocational orientation
- Career advice through the Employment Agency
- Mentoring for entry into the labour market
- Career choice from grade 7
- „Pestalozzi school“ career choice market
- Career information days
- Career choice pass
- Attending vocational training fairs
- Job application training
- Two internships of a fortnight each
- Individual career choice (grade 9) – interests, skills and motivation
- On the job training days in grade 9 (catering, interior decoration, landscape gardening, horticulture)
PETER- USTINOV-SCHULE
Nordfeldstraße 2 | 30459 Hannover
Telephone 168 | 40588
Fax 168 39787
E-Mail Peter-Ustinov-Schule@Hannover-Stadt.de
Internet www.obspeter-ustinov.de

School organisation
• Two-track
• Semi-compulsory all-day school (Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday)
• Breakfast club and snack bar (daily), lunch (Tues, Wed, Thurs)
• School social education worker
• Educator for vocational training
• Advisory teacher
• Inter-cultural education guide
• Pedagogical staff

Inclusion
• Barrier-free ground floor, disabled toilet
• Many years' experience in team with remedial teachers
• Key aspects of school are work and life practice
• Two language learning classes
• Additional support lessons for language acquisition
• Language advancement with pagagei.com; EDP with online portal (BNW)
• Art work group (artistic-aesthetic social work; advancement of artistic, social and linguistic competence)

Foreign languages available
• English from grade 5
• Spanish from grade 6

Special range of activities
• Flexible lesson structure, e.g. weekly task schedule
• Class teacher teams
• Classes with a motto: Nature and the environment, Health and exercise
• Social training
• Work groups: garden, hip hop, „Get to know your city“, football
• Music activities: playing the guitar, drums
• Dialogue is catching on: social participation in democracy
• Plan for life: my body, my responsibility, my future
• Outdoor pedagogics: team skills, personality development, creativity
- Hands-on day at cooperation school
- Parents' cafe with school social work, inter-cultural education guide, professional educator
- Girls' / boys' interval, games on loan, Slackline, table football

**Cooperation partners**
- Peter Ustinov Foundation
- Foundation Lower Saxon Metal Mint Cooperation Network (Stiftung NiedersachsenMetall Mint-Kooperationsnetzwerk)
- Education Office of Lower Saxon Business (Bildungswerk der Niedersächsischen Wirtschaft)
- Music College
- Dance school Amaro
- TUS Ricklingen
- Rural Adult Education (Ländliche Erwachsenenbildung (LEB))

**Vocational orientation**
- Professional educator
- Career advice of the Employment Agency (office hours)
- Company tours from grade 5
- Potential analysis and workshop phase – recognise and promote competencies
- Module for in-depth vocational orientation (BNW)
- Student/parents seminar for refugees (BNW)
- Network lessons for pupils with higher support needs at Vocational College 6
School organisation

- Number of tracks: two grade 5 classes in school year 2016/2017
- Semi-compulsory all-day school with mandatory afternoon program on 2 days for grades 5 to 8
- Cafeteria and warm lunch in the refectory
- Social education worker (vocational orientation and classic school social work)
- Main focuses: vocational orientation and computer science
- Advanced courses in English and mathematics from grade 6
- Advanced courses in German from grade 7
- Four hours of elective compulsory lessons in grades 6 to 8
- Four hours of profile lessons (French, economics, health and social matters, engineering) in grades 9 and 10
- Two hours of elective compulsory lessons and additional compulsory support hours in German and mathematics for lower performance students (grade 6 to 8)

Inclusion

- Barrier-free areas
- Accumulated experience of inclusive pedagogical work predominantly in the learning support area
- Language learning class and language advancement group

Foreign languages available

- Compulsory foreign language: English (grades 5 to 10)
- Elective compulsory foreign language: French (grades 6 to 8 as an elective compulsory course, in grades 9 and 10 as a focus subject)

Special range of activities

- Project lessons
- Class teacher teams
- Learning and method training, communication training
- One-to-one coaching about learning
- Homework support and remedial teaching
- Exam preparation courses (central written final exams)
- Prevention of violence and addiction
Social training
- Afternoon activities, including football, guitar, dancing, school band, among others
- Class and project excursions (e.g. group-forming seminar, riding)

Cooperation partners
- School partnership with Collège Pasteur/France
- Memorial sponsorship in cooperation with the work group “Citizens shape a memorial”
- Cooperation with the police force in Hannover concerning the „Cyber Licence“ (media driving licence)
- Cooperation with the Education Centre Hannover (analysis of potential)
- Cooperation with the Musikschule Hannover
- Cooperation with the Salem Youth Centre

Vocational orientation
- Two company internships in grade 9
- Career advice through the Employment Agency
- Analysis of potential and definition of competencies in grade 8
- Job application training, etiquette courses
- Seminar „Appearance and effect“ in grade 10
- Preparation and conducting examinations for European Computer Driving Licence and (Media) Cyber Licence
- Attending vocational training fairs
- Cooperation with vocational colleges and companies
- On the job practical training phases at companies
Locations of Secondary Modern Schools in Hannover, State Capital
THE SECONDARY MODERN

The secondary modern school encompasses grades 5 to 10. It conveys extended general education to its pupils and general vocational orientation, thus facilitating the individual decision-making process of their focus subjects.

At the secondary modern schools, the compulsory foreign language is English. A second foreign language (French, as a rule) is available as a four-hour elective compulsory course from grade 6. Students who do not choose the option of a second foreign language are taught in other elective compulsory courses at two hours apiece. Learning a second foreign language from grade 6 is not a pre-requisite for a possible transfer to the introductory phase of upper grammar school or to attend vocational grammar school. For a premature change to a grammar school, taking a second foreign language is a pre-requisite.

Besides the second foreign language, every secondary modern school offers grade 9 and 10 students at least one of the profiles economics, engineering or health and social matters in the elective compulsory area. The range of profile development depends on the organizational circumstances of the individual school, including personnel and facilities.

Occupational related schemes are carried out as hands-on days for a total of at least 30 schooldays, predominantly in grades 8 to 10. In grade 8 they serve as a preparation for the choice of focus subjects in grades 9 and 10, among other things. Vocational orientation is carried out in collaboration with cooperation partners such as vocational colleges, the Employment Agency, the chambers of commerce and industry, and in particular with the companies that provide training and educational institutions. Among others, the schemes include:

Career advice, student internships at companies, business orientation visits, lessons in cooperation with vocational colleges, on-the-job training projects and practice-oriented learning phases within specialized lessons.

At secondary modern schools that are at least two-track, there can be differentiation in the subjects mathematics and English or in one of the subjects from grade 9 onwards according to advanced courses.

At the end of grade 10, the following final qualifications can be acquired:

- Upper secondary school qualification I, which entitles attendance at the introductory phase of upper grammar school at a general education grammar school, or at a comprehensive school, and also at a vocational grammar school. At present, when attending an upper grammar school (grade 10 to 12), grade 10 has to be repeated. Through the return of the school leaving certificate (Abitur) after 13 school years, from the school year 2018/19 onwards, repeating grade 10 is not necessary.
- Secondary school-leaving certificate I - Intermediate school-leaving certificate
- Secondary school-leaving certificate I - Certificate of secondary education

The secondary modern schools run as city institutions are two- to three-track schools and are offered predominantly as half-day schools.
School organisation
- 5th and 6th grade: two-track
- Half-day school with voluntary range of activities in the shape of work groups and homework supervision
- Twice a week healthy breakfast in the first big break and daily sale of snacks at school kiosk

Inclusion
- Language support for language learning students in small groups parallel to lessons in normal classes

Foreign languages available
  - Compulsory foreign language: English from grade 5
  - Elective compulsory foreign language: French from grade 6
  - Elective compulsory foreign language: Spanish from grade 6
Special range of activities
- From grade 5, lessons with enhanced language activities (bilingual lessons) or enhanced scientific/artistic activities in the creative classes
- From grade 9 lessons in profile classes focusing on:
  - Notebook
  - Bilingual
  - Economics
  - Health and social matters
- Training in method competence at regularly organised method days
- Work group activities in the afternoon period
- Homework supervision during the afternoon

Vocational orientation
- Business orientation visits from grade 8
- Potential analysis and workshop days in 8th grades
- Work placements in grades 9 and 10
- Applicants’ training with companies
- Career advice through staff of the Employment Office and other institutions
Gerhart-Hauptmann-Realschule
Hermann-Bahlsen-Allee 3, 30655 Hannover
Telephone 168 | 48188
Fax 168 | 48968
E-Mail RSgerhart-Hauptmann@Hannover-Stadt.de
Internet www.ghs-hannover.de

School organisation
• Three tracks
• Open all-day school
• Lunch
• Social education worker for vocational orientation and for classic school social work
• Language learning class
• Work and practice hours
• Pilot school in the media development plan of the city of Hannover

Inclusion
• Experience in the area of inclusion in the fields of language, emotional-social, hearing, seeing, learning
• One language learning class

Foreign languages available
• English
• French

Special range of activities
„No racism at school – civic courage school “
• Pilot school in the media development plan of the city of Hannover
• Tablet classes from grade 6 (being set up)
• Interactive media in all classrooms
• Method training
• Prevention of violence – buddies, conflict mediators
• School paramedics
• Method training
• Promotion of reading – Mentor Club
• Reading Club
• Homework supervision
• Advisory teacher
• Social training room
• School company: Catering
• Social school project HOKISA – Help for HIV-infected children in South Africa
Cooperation partners
- Order of St John’s Ambulance Service
- Musikschule of the state capital Hannover
- Verein Politik zum Anfassen (hands-on politics club)
- City and youth library in Podbi-Park
- Verein Mentor
- Workers’ Welfare Association
- Job Labor
- Workers’ Samaritan Federation
- BBS Metalltechnik/Elektrotechnik (technical college - metal technology / electrical engineering)
- BBS Handel (technical college - trade)
- AOK

Vocational orientation
- Choice of vocation seal: school with exemplary vocational orientation
- Practice scheme
- Contact persons at career advice centre
- School social education worker for vocational orientation (Stabil (A & A)
- Job application and job interviews
- Procedure to establish competencies
- Assessment centre
JOHANNES-KEPPLER-REALSCHULE
Martensplatz 20, 30459 Hannover
Telephone 168 | 49578
Fax 168 | 49601
E-Mail johannes-kepler-realschule@Hannover-Stadt.de
Internet www.jo-ke-r.de

School organisation
• Two-track
• Half-day school
• School social education worker (classic school social work)
• Kiosk

Inclusion
• Inclusion in the 5th and 6th grades, remedial schoolteacher among the staff
• Language learning class
• Remedial language lessons

Foreign languages available
• English as a compulsory foreign language
• French from grade 6 as an elective foreign language

Special range of activities
• Method days
• Class council
• Remedial lessons in German grade 5 to 7
• Prevention concept/social training in grade 5 to 10
• Respect XXL project in grade 10
• Training course for conflict mediators
• School paramedics
• Profile development in grade 9/10: French, economics, engineering
• Football work group
• PC lessons in grade 5 and 7
• Games in the basement
Cooperation partners

- School partnership with the Middle School in Kitzscher (Saxonia)
- Lower Saxony Metal (Niedersachsen-Metall)
- Rural Adult Education LEB (Ländliche Erwachsenenbildung)
- KSD
- City Library, Hannover
- Academy for the Promotion of Reading Lower Saxony (Akademie für Leseförderung Niedersachsen) (Lesementoring)
- Police Headquarters Hannover (cyber licence)

Vocational orientation

- Vocational training pilot
- Potential analysis and workshop phase in grade 8 with LEB
- “Choosing a Vocational Target” and “Business Contact” with the job lab in grade 8
- Two-week work placements in grade 9
REALSCHULE MISBURG
Hinter der Alten Burg 5 | 30629 Hannover
Telephone 168 | 32281
Fax 168 | 32196
E-Mail RealschuleMisburg@Hannover-Stadt.de
Internet www.rs-misburg.de

School organisation
• Half-day school with work group activities
• Grades 5 to 10, approx. 560 pupils, 21 classes
• Double periods (3 lesson blocks)
• Lesson time: 8:00 until 13:10 (afternoon period until 15:00)
• School kiosk (rich assortment of food available)
• Certificates aimed for:
  – Secondary school-leaving certificate I
  – Intermediate school-leaving certificate
  – Advanced Secondary school-leaving certificate I
  (entitles student to entry into grammar school secondary level II)

Inclusion
• Grades 5 to 9 taught inclusively
• Four teachers for remedial language measures

Foreign languages available
• English from grade 5
• French from grade 6 (voluntarily, within the scope of elective compulsory courses)

Special range of activities
„Schule ohne Rassismus – Schule mit Courage“ („No racism at school – civic courage school“)
• Advisory teacher (provides parents and students with advice and assistance)
• Sporty breaks (balls, pedalos, table tennis rackets etc. out on loan)
• Social competence training (team-forming and reinforcing class community)
• Targeted demands and support (online diagnosis)
• Method training “learning to learn”
• Mobility concept “safe way to school”
• Training course for conflict mediators
• Lessons with the training room model
• Work groups: swimming beginners, basketball
• Excellent range of sports (swimming lessons, Federal Youth Games)
Cooperation partners
- Otto-Brenner-Schule – Vocational College – Metal I Electrical engineering (BBS I ME)  
  (Our whole ENGINEERING profile takes place in the workshops of the BBS I ME.)
- Schoolkids’ centre Misburg (afternoon supervision)
- Association of the Pestalozzi school Anderten regd. association (swimming for beginners)

Vocational orientation
- School-based vocational training (Project STAbil)  
  (one-to-one consultations with education social worker and mentoring of school and vocational choice)
- Career advisor of the Vocational Information Centre (BAfA)
- Work placements for students in grade 9 and 10
- Attendance at vocational fair VOCATIUM
- Vocational orientation days
WERNER-VON-SIEMENS-SCHULE
Am Welfenplatz 20 | 30161 Hannover
Telephone 168 | 43029
Fax 168 | 48240
E-Mail info@rs-wvs.de
Internet www.rs-wvs.de

School organisation
• Half-day school
• Double period model
• Bistro
• respectively of the tracks in grades 5 to 10

Inclusion
• Experience in the area of inclusive teaching work in the field of learning disability

Foreign languages available
• Compulsory foreign language: English from grade 5
• Elective compulsory foreign language: French from grade 6
• Italian and Spanish as work groups from grade 8

Special range of activities
• Grade 5 with enhanced activities in different subject areas
• Researcher class
• Fitness class
• Europe class
• Creative class
• Systematic method training for independent learning
• Team training and communication training in grade 7
• Introduction to handling PC with the Internet (grade 5), school-internal Network I Server
• Prevention concept
• School library
• Advisory teacher
• Class trips/finals’ excursions
• Learning excursions
• Active break-times
• Work groups in the afternoon (music, theatre, sports, Italian and Spanish)
• Homework support in the afternoon with buddies under the direction of a certified buddy teacher
- Summer party
- Sports' events such as „Youth training for Olympics“, Maschsee run, sports' tournaments etc.
- School company

Cooperation partners
- Partner school of Siemens AG, cooperation in particular within the scope of teaching projects in economics / engineering and sciences
- Cooperation with vocational colleges
- Cooperation with the branch of Kaufland, Hannover
- Cooperation with the LEB education centre
- Projects with the Society of Friends of the Opera House (Gesellschaft der Freunde des Opernhauses)

Vocational orientation
- Comprehensive concept for vocational preparation
- Vocational preparation at school provided by the Employment Agency
- Attendance at vocational fairs
- Procedure to establish competencies in grade 8
- One-week vocational orientation seminar in Einbeck in grade 9
- Two-week work placements in grades 9 and 10
- Four-hour profiles in grades 9 and 10 (French, health and social matters, engineering, economics/computer science)
Schools with a special educational profile
The state capital provides two schools with a special educational profile. Both schools also offer a primary stage and as a consequence only have a limited number of places available in grade 5.

SÜDSTADTSCHULE HANNOVER
Böhmerstraße 10 | 30173 Hannover
Telephone 168 | 45653
Fax 168 | 46090
E-Mail Suedstadtschule@Hannover-Stadt.de
Internet www.suedstadtschule-hannover.de

Primary, secondary and secondary modern school

School organisation
- 5-track in all grades of the secondary stage I
- Half-day school
- Lunch is offered by a caterer
- Social education workers for the transition „School and job“ and social education workers who focus on school social work
- Homework supervision for grades 5 and 6, from 13.50 to 14.45
- Motto: Personal. In partnership. Social

Inclusion
- School building is only partly barrier-free
- Motto: „Everyone is doing similar things, but not everyone is doing the same”
- Experience of inclusion in all grades, main focus learning
- In 2016/17 the proportion of inclusive pupils is ten per cent

Foreign languages available
- English from grade 5
- French from grade 6, with exam and certification in grade 8 (Delfscolaire, NiveauA1)

Special range of activities
- Association of Südstadt School Hannover
School contract
- Boosting the personal strengths of every student through voluntary involvement
- Elective compulsory range of activities across grades and types of school for secondary and secondary modern school
- Sport course system (across grades and types of school from grade 8)
- Diverse range of activities in the area of computer science
- Compact skiing course for grades 4 to 10
- Traffic helpers and their training
- Homework supervision: „Students help students”
- Sponsorships “Big and small”
- PPS schedule for prevention and team building
- Buddy work group
- Bullying intervention team
- Cultural projects
- Learning and method training
- Familiar learning atmosphere

Cooperation partners
- Kiwi – Beratung und Mediation (counselling and mediation)
- Mentor – die Leselernhelfer Hannover e.V. (Learning to read assistants Hannover)
- Assistenzhund Deutschland e.V. (Assistance dogs Germany)
- Hannover 96 (partner school)
- Handwerkskammer (Chamber of trade)
- Cooperations with external facilities and sports’ clubs

Vocational orientation
Quality seal „Career choice and vocational training-friendly school
- Two work placements
- Transition school / job with mentorship through social education workers
- Projects for individual choice of occupational aim
- Craft trades week
- Practice and professional relays
- Career choice pass
- Analysis of strengths
- Our own vocational information centre
- Job application training with companies
- Vocational information day
School organisation
The Glocksee School Hannover is a one-track parents'-choice school for grades 1 to 10 with a special educational concept.
The children generally attend the school for ten years without changing schools and can sit the secondary, secondary modern or upper secondary modern leaving certificate I after 10th grade.
For grades 1 to 3 and 4 to 6 there are mixed-age learning groups respectively. In grades 7 to 10 a large part of the teaching is also organized in learning groups across the grades.
As a rule, there is no admission to grade 5. Admission after the first school year takes place only if a place in the school has become available. For interested parties, a waiting list is used.
- Semi-compulsory all-day school: Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays, 8 to 15.30, Wednesdays and Fridays 8 to 14.00
- Lunch for everyone on Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays, partly prepared by the parents
- Intensive parent (co-) work: monthly parents' meeting, cooperation in all committees, cooking

Inclusion
- Building only partly barrier-free
- Experience with support needs „Learning“, „Hearing“, „Social and emotional development“, „Mental development“.

Foreign languages available
- English and French

Special range of activities
„No racism at school – civic courage school “
- Self-organised learning
- Flexible lesson structure
- Social learning / social pedagogy with the school’s own concept
- Learning in projects
- Four project weeks in the school year
- Written and spoken performance assessment, marks only in grade 10
Main lesson block in German, mathematics, society, nature

Subject „Society“ (politics, geography, history)

Subject „Nature“ (biology, physics, chemistry)

Range of work groups („Bees“, „Circus, „School band“)

Class trips in every school year

Cooperation partners

“Eco-school Europe”

School exchange with a school in France

Member of the Union of independent alternative schools (BFAS)

Member of the association „A glance over the fence“

Maths researcher project

Vocational orientation

Students’ company in grade 7

Work placement in grades 8 and 9

Cooperation with Justus-von-Liebig School (Chemistry Lab) and Anna-Siemsen School (domestic science) in grade 10

Courses for vocational orientation for all students with the WorkShopSchool and the job laboratory
Locations of Grammar Schools in Hannover, State Capital
THE GRAMMAR SCHOOL (Gymnasium)

The grammar school encompasses the school grades 5 to 13. The grammar school gives its students a broad and deepened general education which makes it possible to achieve the general ability to study. It strengthens independent learning and guides towards working scientifically. According to their level of performance and inclinations, the grammar school facilitates the individual setting of priorities of its students. Lessons in the school grades 5 to 10 consist of compulsory lessons and elective lessons, or compulsory lessons, elective compulsory lessons and optional lessons, depending on the school’s decision.

At grammar schools, English is always the first compulsory foreign language (grades 5 to 10). Learning a second foreign language is compulsory from grade 6 onwards. Special subject-related lesson focuses can be offered in grade 8 to grade 10. Successfully completing grade 10 entitles the student to enter the introductory phase of the senior grades in grammar school.

Grammar school senior grades encompass the school grades 11 to 13. It is divided into a one-year introduction phase (grade 11) and a two-year qualification phase (12th and 13th grades). It ends with the school-leaving examination after thirteen school years.

In the introductory phase, lessons are given in one class, and in the qualification phase in courses. At the end of grade 11, the students choose a subjects’ profile with which they set their personal priorities (special subjects). The subject combination chosen is maintained until the final exam.

Students can choose between a language and a scientific focus. Corresponding to what the respective school offers, a social-scientific, a fine arts-artistic or athletic focus is possible. Irrelevant of this choice, three core subjects have to be taken continuously: German, a foreign language (advanced) and mathematics. As well as the special subjects and core subjects, further supplementary and optional subjects appear, as well as a seminar subject.

At the end of the secondary level I, school-leavers can acquire all possible school-leaving certificates of general education after grade 10. At the end of the qualification phase, the general university entrance qualification can be acquired through the final exam. If students leave (at the earliest at the end of the first year of the qualification phase) or do not pass the final exam, then the scholastic part of the advanced technical college certificate can be acquired insofar as the minimum conditions have been met.

At grammar school, the student work placement, fact-finding company tour and the appurtenant preparation and feedback session form the main focus of career-oriented measures. The student work placement encompasses ten to 15 school days in a block which are usually spent at a company or in another facility. The special features of the single comprehensive schools are shown on the following pages.

The grammar schools under city sponsorship are three to five-track schools and are offered as open all-day schools. Almost all grammar schools offer lunch for their students.
BISMARCKSCHULE
An der Bismarckschule 5 | 30173 Hannover
Telephone 168 | 43456
Fax 168 | 41371
E-Mail schulleitung@bismarckschule-han.nibis.de
Internet www.bismarckschule.de

School organisation
- 2016/17 one-off five-track, normally four-track
- Open all-day school until 15.20
- Refectory with warm lunch (Cook & Chill), cafeteria until 14.00
- Supervised leisure area
- Homework supervision
- Double period model
- Timetable II with profile class and elective compulsory lessons
- Class teacher teams from grade 5 to 7

Inclusion
- Mostly barrier-free school building
- No experience yet of inclusion

Foreign languages available
- English from grade 5
- Latin, French, Spanish from grade 6
- Range of elective compulsory lessons: French as a 3rd foreign language from grade 8
- Bilingual available: English from grade 8 in history, biology, politics, geography, music and sports
- New start: Italian from grade 11
- In senior grades: English, French, Latin or Spanish continued

Special range of activities
UNESCO Project school
- More than 20 work groups: choir, Big Band, strings, rowing, hockey, theatre, musical, English Drama Club, astronomy, young researchers, garden work group, film work group and others
- Supervised leisure area
- Planetarium and observatory
- Rowing (basic course), rowing club of Bismarck school, Ski alpin (compact course)
- Learning workshop for the upper school
- Computer driving licence and introduction to using media in grade 5/6
- IPad case for digital lesson units
- Robotics in elective compulsory course
- Prevention of violence
- Projects within the scope of UNESCO across all grades
- Projects: students take part as delegates in a simulated UN conference in Den Haag or Berlin
- Students help students: remedial course for 6th, 7th and 8th grades
- Method days
- Conflict mediators
- School media scouts
- School paramedic service performed by students
- Students’ library
- Children-friendly play areas with spider nets, rotating disc, horizontal bars, goals, basketball pitch etc.

Cooperation partners
- Partnership /exchange with Poland (Poznan), Italy (Padua) and Tanzania
- Individual student exchange with France (St-Germain-en-Laye near Paris)
- Cooperation with Spirit of research (Forschergeist e.V.) (talent program)

Vocational orientation
- Career advice through the Employment Agency in the school
- Vocational information days; parents-student info evening
- A two-week work placement in grade 11
- Cooperation with Leibniz University Hannover
- University information day
School organisation
- Four-track (exception: five classes in the present 5th grade)
- Open all-day grammar school
- Cafeteria and refectory

Inclusion
- School building mostly barrier-free
- Experience of inclusive pedagogical work in the area of hearing

Foreign languages available
- First compulsory foreign language: English in grades 5 to 10
- Second foreign language: French from grade 5 (beginners' French) or from grade 6: Latin, Spanish or French
- From grade 8 Spanish as a third foreign language, or from grade 11 (G9) Spanish (new start)

Special range of activities
- Student exchange and language excursions
- Beginners’ French from grade 5
- Preparation to acquire DELE and DELF language diploma in Spanish and French
- Work groups, including choir, orchestra, theatre, chemistry and robot work groups, football and rowing work groups, skiing, circus work group
- Remedial teaching in grades 5 and 6 in German, mathematics and English
- Student tutors and conflict pilot program in secondary level I
- Lions Quest Program to strengthen personality
Special subjects in the senior grades
- Special linguistic subjects (English, French, Spanish)
- Fine arts-artistic special subject (art)
- Special scientific subject (biology, chemistry, physics, mathematics)
- Special social science subject (history, politics)
- Sports as a special subject

Cooperation partners
- Cooperation with the faculty of sports at Leibniz University, Hannover
- Cooperation with State Theatre, Hannover
- Student exchange with partner schools in Marseille and Madrid

Vocational orientation
- Work placement in grade 10 (G8), in grade 11 (G9)
- Project days on vocational orientation with external partners in grade 10
- Career advice through the Employment Agency in school
- Participation in vocational fairs and university information days
Separate facility for grades 5-7
An Mußmanns Haube 2 | 30419 Hannover-Herrenhausen

School organisation
- Grammar school with music section
- Europe school in Lower Saxony school
- Voluntary all-day supervision from 7.30 until 4 o’clock on Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays, with homework times, learning, leisure and recreation activities
- Class management teams for all classes
- Special subject classes in music, theatre/ art and sciences
- Promotion of special talents, establishment of course groups for a final exam after twelve school years (G8)
- Their own school building for 5th to 7th grades with child-oriented environment
- Teaching hours of 60 minutes
- Cafeteria and refectory (cooperation with the Wertkost association)
- Good transport connections with U4 and U5, and a quiet location

Inclusion
- Classrooms with sound-diminishing installations (for those with hearing impairments)

Foreign languages available
- First compulsory foreign language English
- Second compulsory foreign language Chinese, French or Latin
- In the senior grades Latin and Russian as a third foreign language
- French, Latin, Polish and Russian as final exam subjects (French also as a special subject)
- CertiLingua®-Excellence label for multi-lingualism and DELF/DALF
- Exchange projects with schools in China, England, France and the USA
- Erasmus projects and the possibility of stays abroad for several weeks
Special range of activities
• Music section: music is a „long“ subject (four hours per week); instrument carrousel, class orchestra, class music evenings, music work week, support for participation in competitions at the Institute for the early fostering of musical excellence (IFF), numerous work groups (choirs, pre-orchestra, orchestra, strings and wind ensembles, Big Band, band)
• Many other work groups: Chinese, English Drama, football, garden, Youth in research, sewing, robotics, chess, sailing, tennis, theatre, looking after pets, wood and metal work, circus, creative writing and many others
• Class trips with educational experiences
• Training to become conflict pilots
• Method training
• School paramedic service and first aid courses for students

Cooperation partners
• School association Herrenhausen-Stöcken (since 2002)
• Cooperation association for the highly gifted in the city district Herrenhausen-Stöcken: affinity groups, weekend seminars, competitions, preparation for early entry into senior grades („G8“)
• Wertkost Association for children in Herrenhausen-Stöcken (refectory supplier)
• Cooperation with IGS Stöcken for the school target: Abitur
• Leibniz University, University for Music, Theatre and Media, Hannover
• Music school, Hannover, Sport Clubs from the city district vereine

Vocational orientation
• iPass Assessment Center
• University information days, studies and vocational advice
• Work placement
School organisation
- New grammar school being established since school year 2016/17
- Five tracks in 5th grade
- Open all-day school with activities offered on three afternoons
- Lunch on those three days
- Planned: elective compulsory course from grade 8 in the areas of sciences, social sciences, among others, foreign language subject instruction (bilingual lessons), third foreign language

Inclusion
- Barrier-free school building with therapy room
- Systemic-oriented work in the school community

Foreign languages available
- First foreign language from grade 5: English; is taught for five hours in grade 5
- Second foreign language from grade 6: French, Latin and Spanish
Special range of activities
- Percussion course in grades 5, 6 and 7
- Weekly task schedule in grades 5 and 6
- Class teacher teams
- Additional training hours in English, remedial teaching in mathematics and German
- Homework supervision
- Work group activities in the area of sciences, geography, sport, theatre, music

Cooperation partners
- At present, cooperations with local sports' clubs related to the work groups (DHC, SG '74, Hannover Spartans)
- Planned are exchange partners abroad (e.g. England, Israel)

Vocational orientation
- School being established
HELENE-LANGE-SCHULE
Hohe Straße 24 | 30449 Hannover-Linden
Telephone 168 | 43658
Fax 168 | 41299
E-Mail info@hlshannover.de
Internet www.hlshannover.de

Senior grades centre in the Ihmeschule
Badenstedter Str. 14 | 30449 Hannover

School organisation
• Four tracks in grade 5
• Afternoon supervision until 15.10
• Two class teachers in all the classes (grade 5 to 12)
• Double period model, annual project days
• Cafeteria and renovated toilets in whole school building
• Support through a Voluntary Social Year person in the area of sports
• Advisory teacher

Inclusion
• Large areas of school building are barrier-free
• Lift
• Language learning class

Foreign languages available
• English from grade 5, bilingual modules
• French and Latin from grade 6
• In the grammar school senior grades, courses on fundamental and higher level, as a rule English, French and Latin

Special range of activities
• Work groups: among others, choir, orchestra, band, Big Band, theatre, computer, energy and the environment, school garden, table tennis, conflict mediator, flight physics, Tanzania, dice games, rowing
• Preparation to acquire DELF language diploma in French
• Preparation to acquire Cambridge Certificate in English
• Mathematical-scientific profile (8-10), Little Researcher Day
• Sponsor project (older pupils take over sponsorship of a 5th grade)
• Rowing club of Helene-Lange-Schule, rowing excursions
• Participation in rhetoric competition, Youth Debates, Poetry Slam
- First aid courses in 10\textsuperscript{th} grade
- Pilot school in media development plan of the city of Hannover: the use of computers in all subjects
- Participation in mathematics competitions (Pangea, Känguru, Mathematics Olympics, Mathematics without frontiers)
- Active school development team
- Sports competitions (ball matches, table tennis and swimming)
- Study excursions abroad inside Europe in grade 12

Cooperations
- Collaboration with the primary schools in the area, University for Music, Theatre and Media, Hannover, Leibniz University, Hannover, Music school, Hannover and the Lower Saxony Metal Foundation
- Student exchanges with partner schools in Wales, France, the USA and Tanzania
- Partner school in Tanzania (Msitu wa Tembo Secondary School)
- Youth discovers technology (VDI: Jugend entdeckt Technik (JeT))
- Hannover 96 partner school
- Cooperation with city district forum

Vocational orientation
- Career choice from grade 9, Future Day for boys and girls
- Potential assessment in grade 10
- Two-week work placement in grade 10 or 11
- Practical work sector orientation in grade 10
- Vocational information days in grade 12
- Company tour, job application training with partners from business
- Attending vocational fairs
- Regular career advice from the Employment Agency in school
School organisation
• Four-track semi-compulsory all-day school
• Warm lunch in the refectory and healthy snacks in the caféteria
• Sport activities during lunch break
• Learning time together in grades 5 and 6 for homework and practising
• One class business hour and one social hour per class in grades 5 to 9
• Leisure area with supervision by social education workers in the afternoon
• School social work conducted by a social education worker
• Music section in grades 5 to 10: symphonic wind instrument classes with instrumental lessons
• Special subject classes in grades 5 to 7: theatre or sciences
• Timetable 2 (elective compulsory course or music profile in grades 8 to 10)
• Linguistic, scientific, fine arts-artistic and social-scientific special subject in the qualification phase

Inclusion
• Language learning class

Foreign languages available
• First foreign language English from grade 5
• Second foreign language Latin, French, Spanish from grade 6
• New start Spanish possible from grade 11

Special range of activities
„No racism at school – civic courage school “
• Subject information and communication (IuK): basics of computer, internet / „Cyber licence“
• Multimedial learning and teaching (Smartboards)
• Boys and girls project in 6th grade (Prevention of violence)
• Model school for German as a language of culture and education school
• Bilingual subject teaching in English from grade 7 in geography, history, politics-economics and biology (two subjects per grade)
- From grade 11: „Performance“ as a teaching subject
- Student exchange with England (Leeds) and France (Nice)
- Class business hour concept: remedial activities in class business hours (German, Mathematics, English)
- Participation in numerous competitions in the areas of foreign languages, sciences and art
- Prevention programs: drug prevention, health and social training, prevention of violence
- Students’ library
- School paramedic service
- Work groups: choir, two orchestras, theatre, school paramedic training, politics, volleyball, table tennis, protection of animals, art
- Sponsor project (students in grade 10 take on sponsorship of a 5th grade)

Cooperation partners
- Musikschule Hannover
- University for Music, Theatre and Media, Hannover,
- Order of St John (Johanniter)
- ProBeruf

Vocational orientation
- Career choice in grade 9 and 11: vocational information days, company tours, job application training by partners from business, vocational fairs
- Vocational pilot advises on career choice and application
- Work placement
School organisation

- Five-track
- Open all-day school from Monday to Thursday
- Afternoon activities: homework supervision, numerous work group activities
- Lunch in the refectory, caterer: vomfeinsten, cafeteria provided in the morning
- Elite school for sports, in cooperation with Olympics base
- Sports promotion concept with handball, judo, gymnastics, light athletics, rowing, swimming, tennis, table tennis and waterball
- For leading athletes with the prospect of joining the National Federation, there is the option of stretching school time in the qualification phase
- Profiles of the qualification phase: linguistic, social-scientific, mathematical-scientific and athletic profile
- Schooling of the 5th and 6th grades takes place in the neighbouring facility in Petristraße
- Pilot school in the media development plan of the city of Hannover: from school year 2016/17 every classroom has an interactive whiteboard

Inclusion

- Experience already of inclusive educational work in the area of sight impairment

Foreign languages available

- First foreign language from grade 5: English
- Second foreign language from grade 6: French, Latin, Spanish
- Third foreign language from grade 7: only upon request, one of the foreign languages which is not the first or second foreign language
- Exchange trips with the USA, Ecuador, France and Israel
- DELF – certificate for French as a foreign language
- Encounter trip to Kreisau/Poland
Special range of activities
- Setting up iPad classes in grade 7
- Numerous work groups from subject groups music (orchestra, school band, choirs), art (exhibitions, competitions, photo work group) and sport (young people train for the Olympics, rowing, sports’ festivals etc.), but also students’ newspaper HUZ, yearbook work, sewing and many others
- School’s own rowing club : RVH
- Presence with a booth at fairs, designing the schoolyard, school religious services, events organized by student representatives, junior technology club, Robotics Club, World Children’s Day: school projects to support children in Tanzania and Ecuador
- Tutoring project: “Students help students”
- First aid courses, project days
- Project: Forschergeist e.V.(Spirit of research association), participation in Ideas Expo
- Numerous prevention programs: Be smart, don’t start, dangers from the internet, prevention of addiction and prevention of violence, school education project on sexual orientation and identity

Cooperation partners
- Leibniz University Hannover
- Police

Vocational orientation
- Work placement in the introductory phase
- Visit to vocational information centre (BIZ) in 10th grade
- Career advice on-site in the school according to individual interest (grade 10 -13)
- University information days for the qualification phase
- Attendance at Vocatium Hannover, specialized fair for jobs and studies in the qualification phase
- Project being prepared “Parents present their jobs“
Special range of activities
- Pilot school in city’s media development plan: working with Tablets from grade 8
- Social training in secondary level I
- Sponsorships for the 5th grades
- Profile classes in 5th and 6th grades (wind instruments, researcher, Europe, and creative class)
- Early French from grade 5
- Bilingual lessons: Biology in English (grade 7 to 13), geography, History in French (from grade 9)
- Foreign language days
- Music section
- Students’ library with reading support and reading club (grade 5 to 7)
- Clowns project
- Tablets from grade 8 in all subjects
- Continuous prevention concepts (Lions Quest, smoking, alcohol)
- Bullying intervention team
- Advisory teachers
- School paramedic service
- School companies
- Work groups in the areas of music, sport, computer, theatre, energy and the environment, foreign languages, media, sciences
- School trips e.g. to London, Vienna, Rome; educational experience excursions; skiing compact course in Italy and bike tour in 11th grade; annual music rehearsal days, Big Band concert trips to China, among others
- Abibac - simultaneous acquisition of German and French Abitur

Cooperation partners
- Music University Hannover
- Leibniz University Hannover
- „Praemandatum“ (Schooling of media competence)
- Business partner: School and business, Job laboratory
- MHH Teaching Hospital
- Order of St John (Johanniter)
- Sports clubs
- Foundation for reading
- Primary schools and children’s day centres
- Student exchange with schools in England, France, Italy
- Participation in simulated UN conferences in Den Haag or Berlin („THIMUN“ or „BERMUN“)

Vocational orientation
- Work placement in grade 11 and individual vocational advice
- Vocational information for grades 10 to 12
- Job application training
- Information about study courses
KAISER-WILHELM- und RATSGYMNASIUM
Seelhorststr. 52 | 30175 Hannover
Telephone 168 | 44743
Fax 168 | 44727
E-Mail mail@kwr-hannover.de
Internet www.kwr-hannover.de

School organisation
- Four-track
- Open all-day school with activities managed by KWR teachers
- Warm lunch daily
- Lions Quest school: boosting social competence in grades 5–9
- Concept for promotion of talented students
- Class management in teacher teams until grade 11
- Grades 8–10: either focus on classical with Greek as elective compulsory foreign language or mathematical-scientific focus including computer science
- mARS-class: Fine arts-artistic focus in grade 5 to 7

Inclusion
- Partly barrier-free school building
- Experience with hearing-impaired students

Foreign languages available
- First compulsory foreign language: English (from grade 5)
- Second compulsory foreign language: Latin (from grade 5 or 6)
- Elective option from grade 8 (profile): Greek in classical profile
- French from grade 11 (possible as fifth exam subject in the Abitur, DELF certificate)
- Spanish work group from grade 9 with acquisition of language diploma (TELC)

Special range of activities
- Work groups: pre-orchestra, orchestra, MiniVoices, choir, band, gymnastics club, football, rowing, hockey, basketball, mathematics, sciences, computer science, students' library, school garden, theatre, literature, chess
- „Modell Europa Parlament“
- Study time (homework supervision) and remedial teaching in core subjects
- Sponsorship available “Students help students”
- Promotion of talented students through „Revolving door model“ and additional work group activities
- Competitions and tournaments: mathematics and computer science competitions, Federal competition in foreign languages, business@school, chess tournaments, “Young people train for Olympics”, “Young researchers” “Young people make music”
- Individual supporting activities
- Prevention concept for grade 5 to 10: „Lions Quest“, Cyber Licence, projects for the prevention of drugs and prevention of violence, individual conflict advice
- „Eco-school in Europe“ since 2010, environment scouts
- Additional offer from grade 11: computer science, philosophy, French
- School trips: skiing holiday, annual rehearsal days for all music ensembles, study trips in grade 13 to Italy and Greece
- Four school concerts every year
- School hand „Titus“
- Introduction concepts for grade 5, sponsors for students, class trip in grade 6
- Trial lessons for 4th grades

Cooperation partners
- Membership in a cooperation association for promotion of talent
- Cooperation with the Institute for the Promotion of the musically highly talented (Förderung musikalisch Hochbegabter (IFF)) at the University for Music, Theatre and Media, Hannover
- Cooperation with Leibniz University Hannover (uniKiK)
- Cooperation with sports clubs (DTV, Rowing Club)
- Cooperation with Spirit of Research (ForscherGeist)
- Student exchange: USA (Portland), Poland (Posen)

Vocational orientation
- Vocational information days
- Visit to vocational fairs
- Two-week work placement in grade 11
- Information events with students of different faculties, or talks given by speakers on different professional profiles
KURT-SCHWITTERS-GYMNASIUM MISBURG
Hinter der Alten Burg 3 | 30629 Hannover
Telephone 168 | 32 207
Fax 168 | 32 104
E-Mail GyKurt-Schwitters@Hannover-Stadt.de
Internet www.kurtschwitters.de

School organisation
- Number of class tracks in 5th grade: five
- Class teacher teams in grade 5 and 6
- Establishment of an all-day school starting with school year 2018/19
- Refectory being built at the moment
- Variety of different food offered at school kiosk
- Double period model
- Comprehensive work group program

Inclusion
- Inclusive schooling
- Language learning class

Foreign languages available
- English from grade 5
- French, Spanish and Latin from grade 6
- Spanish as a third foreign language or replacing another from grade 11
- Student exchange with England and France

Special range of activities
„School: Culture!“
„No racism at school – civic courage school“
Eco-school, Europe school
Choir, stage and groove class in grades 5 and 6, continuation of activity in work group area
- Introduction week in grade 5
- PC licence
- Mentor system
- Class council
- Qualification as conflict mediators
- Student exchange with England and France
- Annual participation in OLMUN, BERMUN and THIMUN
- Preparation for participation in language test DELF
- Work group activities: Chinese, robotics, school paramedic service, theatre, choir
- School program week with grade topics
- Linguistic, fine arts / artistic, social scientific and scientific focus in secondary level II

Cooperation partners
- School partnership with a school in Senegal
- Pedagogical theatre centre in Hildesheim
- University of Hannover
- Sprengel museum, Hannover
- Deutsche Bahn Netz AG and HeidelbergCement AG

Vocational orientation
- Consultation hours of the Employment Agency in school
- School’s own vocation and studies orientation days
- Conducting a potential analysis with external educational institutions (grade 10)
- Running an assessment centre
- Visit to vocational orientation fair Vocatium
School organisation
- Open all-day grammar school
- Double period model
- Afternoon supervision until 15.30
- Class teacher teams and class business hour for grades 5-10
- Homework assistance (Monday until Thursday)
- Warm lunch in lunch break in refectory
- Cafeteria, leisure area
- Member in Cooperation Association for the Promotion of the Highly Talented (Kooperationsverband Hochbegabtenförderung Hannover-Nordost)

Inclusion
- Barrier-free school building
- Experience of inclusive pedagogical work

Foreign languages available
- English from grade 5
- French, Latin, Spanish from grade 6
- Option of a third foreign language from grade 8
- In the senior grades the foreign languages can be continued.

Special range of activities
- EXPO school, Eco-school in Europe
- In secondary level I:
  - Elective compulsory section 8-10 (sciences, languages: bilingual English, social sciences)
  - Our own hostel in Nienstedt (Deister)
  - Computer licence in grade 6
  - Choir class project in collaboration with the Music School Hannover
  - Program „Learning to learn“ (Method training)
  - Sponsor project, mediator project, prevention programs
- Rhetoric competition: Youth debates
- Participation in competitions such as “Maths Olympics”, “Kangaroo”, foreign language competitions, geography competition “Diercke Wissen”, This is chemistry („Das ist Chemie“)
- Wide range of work group options in the areas of sports (riding and football), sciences (chemistry researchers) and artistic / fine arts (theatre, film team, orchestra, choir, bands)
- School paramedic service
- Educational experience excursions in grades 5 to 10

On secondary level II:
- Profile senior grades with special subjects – linguistic, scientific, social-scientific and fine arts / artistic, sport as the fifth exam subject
- Cooperation with Ricarda-Huch-School for a multifaceted range of courses
- Abitur courses bilingual English
- Courses in law, computer science, pedagogics, philosophy, performance, ski alpin

Cooperation partners
- Collaboration with Leibniz University, Hannover
- Cooperation with primary schools
- Cooperation with sports clubs (Hannover 96, Skorpions, Arminia Hannover, Riding Club Hannover)
- Cooperation with Radio Leinehertz 106.5 and RTL Nord, own production of radio programs
- Student exchange with partner schools in Poland, Spain and France

Vocational orientation
- Work placement
- “Job Market”, parent-student evenings
- Vocational advice through the Employment Agency in school
- Job application training, potential analysis, Study Field Test
School organisation
- Number of tracks (5th grade of this school year): five
- Open all-day school
- Choice of lunch and school cafeteria
- Class teacher teams

Inclusion
- Barrier-free school building
- Experience of inclusive pedagogical work

Foreign languages available
- English from grade 5
- French from grade 6
- Spanish from grade 6
- Latin from grade 6
- Spanish (new beginners) from grade 10
- Bilingual Abitur exam in English in Biology and/or politics-economy

Special range of activities
- In the grammar school senior grades all profiles (except sport) and a broad range of subject options from which the students can choose
- Bilingual track from grade 7 with deepened teaching of subjects in the English language
- Every student has the opportunity to learn a musical instrument in grade 5
- Range of work group activities
- Refectory concept grade 5
- Finance coach
- Curriculum: social learning
- Methods curriculum
- Remedial and challenging lessons
- Homework supervision/afternoon supervision (Monday until Thursday)
- Musical lessons grade 5
- Possibility of taking part in bilingual lesson track (grades 7 to 13)
- Preparation for DELF language diploma
- Own school hostel
Cooperation partners
- Hannover 96 (football)
- SV Odin (rugby)
- Canoo Club Hannover
- Student exchange with France and Spain
- England excursion in 8th and 9th grade (bilingual track)

Vocational orientation
- Job Market (grade 10)
- Contact partner career advice and also individual consultation times:
  Dr Schmohl (Employment agency)
- Projects with external educational institutions: Job laboratory
  (choice of career objective and self-marketing)
- Regular attendance at specialized fair „Vocatium“ (grade 11)
- Two-week work placement in 11th grade
- Job application training
School organisation
- Four-track
- Open all-day school with reliable all-day activities on at least three afternoons per week (voluntary participation). Registrations for one or more afternoons per week possible
- Lunch break and a chance to have a warm meal in the school refectory
- Double period model
- Class management teams (grades 5 to 10 or 11)
- School without bell between the lessons
- Large leisure area
- Looked after by a social education worker and also a vocational pilot
- Completely refurbished school building, new science tract

Inclusion
Looking after individual inclusion students in ordinary classes and course lessons

Foreign languages available
- English from grade 5
- French, Latin, Spanish from grade 6
- Option of a third foreign language from grade 8
- Spanish (beginners) also from grade 10 or 11
- In the senior grades all foreign language can be continued

Special range of activities
„Schule ohne Rassismus - Schule mit Courage“ („No racism at school – civic courage school“)
- Strings class: instrumental lessons in grades 5 and 6; continuation from grade 7 as instrumental lessons in small groups, in the pre-orchestra as well as in the big school orchestra
- Elective compulsory area in grades 8 to 10 (three or four hours): performance, scientific tasks, journalism, multi-media, third foreign language
- Fostering independent work, regular method training, competence days
- In the senior grades a choice of four profiles: linguistic, scientific, social and fine arts / artistic
- Multi-faceted range of work groups, examples: scientific experimenting, technology, computer science, choirs, orchestra, musical, philosophy, reading mentoring, rowing, school paramedic service
- Remedial teaching in grades 5 to 7 („Students help students“)
- Promotion of the talented
- PC licence from grade 5
- Preparation for the DELF Diploma
- Student mediators: training in school
- Comprehensive prevention concept
- Regular project weeks: „Joy in life“ and others
- Theatre and musical performances, concerts
- Series of events "RICARDA! invites you", “Culture summer at RICARDA!“

Cooperation partners
- Work in network of innovative schools
- School partnerships and regular student exchange with Le Havre/France, Florence/Italy, Shanghai/PR China
- Work with city district club
- Cooperation with Comenius school, including reading mentoring
- Cooperation with Leibniz school Hannover (senior grades)

Vocational orientation
- Social work placement in grade 9
- Career and studies advice in school through staff from the Employment Agency
- Potential analysis and job application training
- Work placement in grade 10 or 11, preparing a work placement fair
- Days for studies and vocational orientation
- Attendance at career and vocational fairs
School organisation
- Four tracks
- Open all-day school
- Afternoon supervision from Monday to Thursday until 15:30
- Lunch with a warm meal in our own refectory or in the cafeteria
- Qualified remedial measures through teachers and homework supervision, interdisciplinary remedial activities, exercise and games, open option of remedial help in German, mathematics, French, and Latin, provided and supervised by teachers in the afternoon
- Double period model

Inclusion
- Experience in inclusive pedagogical work

Foreign languages available
- English from grade 5
- French or Latin from grade 6
- Spanish in the setting of profile lessons from grade 7
- Student exchange with France, Spain, the Netherlands, Tunisia, China

Special range of activities
- Wind instruments classes in grades 5 and 6
- Elective course in grade 5 with the modules „Learning to learn“, „Remedial reading“, „Self defence“ and „Basic computer training“
- Bilingual teaching (English) in the subjects: history, geography, politics, biology and sport. International Baccalaureate as an additional qualification along with the Abitur is possible; as a consequence, additional bilingual modules offered in grades 11 and 12, for example in chemistry, mathematics and physics
- Profile lessons with interdisciplinary content in grades 8 to 10
• Application-related lessons in the MINT subjects (maths, computer science, sciences and technology)
• Social work placement in grade 9 and social projects in grade 11
• School paramedic service
• All senior grade profiles (except sport)
• Preparation for language certificates in English (TOEFL), French (DELF) and Spanish (DELE)
• Courses in performance, computer science, rowing and skiing
• Work groups choir and orchestra, jazz, Big Band, theatre and many more
• Junior Technology Clubs Robotics FIRST LEGO League, geography skills, technology
• School company with our own electric scooter
• UN World Decade Project BNE
• School’s own rowing club, ski alpin compact course
• Music trips for all grades
• Spending time in a cloister
• Participation in numerous competitions and research projects

Cooperations
• With the Lower Saxony Metal Foundation (Stiftung Niedersachsenmetall), Foundation for Calculation (Stiftung Rechnen), with numerous institutes at Leibniz University Hannover, University of Applied Sciences and Arts Hannover, Medical University Hannover (Cochlear Institute) and many companies in the region (such as Komatsu-Hanomag, Intel Deutschland)
• With the Music School Hannover, NDR and the Choir association
• With Kestner Gesellschaft, Theatre for Lower Saxony (Theater für Niedersachsen) and the Educational Theatre Centre (Theaterpädagogisches Zentrum)
• Work groups in cooperation with several sports’ clubs (TSV Kirchrode, Hannover 96, dfb)

Vocational orientation
• Career choice and studies orientation in cooperation with the Employment Agency and the public and private universities
• Career advice through the Employment Agency in school
• Modules on career choice and preparation for studying with potential analysis from grade 9
• Event on vocational orientation involving parents, students and external experts
• Work placement in grade 10
• Collaboration with the Lernallianz Hannover Ring
• Social partnership with Egestorffschule
SOPHIENSCHULE
Seelhorststr. 8 | 30175 Hannover
Telephone 168 | 44035
Fax 168 | 44496
E-Mail sekretariat@Sophienschule.de
Internet www.sophienschule.de

School organisation
- Main building Seelhorststr. 8 (grade 8 to 13); external facility Lüerstr. 17 (grade 5 – 7)
- Five-track
- Open all-day school for grades 5, 6 and 7
- Lunch on all five days, kiosk open in the long interval
- Afternoon supervision at Lüerstraße
- Double period model
- School without bell between lessons
- Class teacher teams

Inclusion
- at present, not a barrier-free school building

Foreign languages available
- First compulsory foreign language: English (grades 5 to 10)
- Second compulsory foreign language: choice of French, Latin or Spanish (from grade 6)
- From grade 7 French, Latin or Spanish can be taken as an elective foreign language if there is sufficient demand and the corresponding provision of teachers

Special range of activities
- „Schule ohne Rassismus“ “No racism in school”
- During the qualification phase, the linguistic, scientific, fine arts / artistic, and the social-scientific special subjects are offered
- Remedial activity (“Students help students”)
- Special lessons for particularly gifted and interested students
- Students’ consultation meeting
- Method days
- Preparation for language certificates in French, Spanish, English
- Performance for grades 10 to 12
- Conflict prevention pilots
- „No fists“ („Faustlos“) project for grades 5 to 8
- Advisory teacher
- Homework supervision, exercise activities and work groups offered in the all-day setting
- Ski alpin, rowing, school’s own rowing club, rowing excursions
- Work groups: theatre, dance, choir, orchestra, „Young researchers“ („Junge Forscher“) and numerous work groups in the areas of artistic-cultural, sciences and sports
- School kiosk
- Our own school hostel

Cooperation partners
- School partnerships/student exchange with France (Rouen), Estonia (Tallinn), Turkey (Istanbul), USA (Vermont)
- Cooperation with the memorial site in Ahlem
- Cooperation with the Music School in Hannover
- Cooperation partners of handball club „Die Recken“
- eTwinning projects

Vocational orientation
- Future Day for boys and girls
- Fact-finding company tours
- Two-week work placement in grade 10
- Job application training / recruitment test
- Career advice by the Employment Agency on-site
- IHK – Vocational offensive (grade 10)
- Study guidance through Leibniz University Hannover and the Leibniz Academy
- University information days
School organisation
- Three-track, special subject classes in grade 5 and 6 (research / sciences, art / performance and music) with Making friends trip to school hostel for grade 5
- Open all-day school for grades 5 to 9, diverse range of afternoon activities until 15.30, remedial teaching, homework support, among others
- Warm lunch in the refectory (11.30 until 14.00), cafeteria
- Class management teams for grade 5 to 10
- Double period model (90 mins.) without school bell, three intervals à 30 mins.
- School’s own hostel in Springe with project activities (school, cooperation partners), involvement in lessons (ecology, terrain work placement) as a place of learning outside school

Inclusion
- Experience of inclusive pedagogical work in the areas of hearing and social-emotional development
- Cooperation with Hartwig-Claußen School (support focus on hearing)

Foreign languages available
- English from grade 5
- Second foreign language (French, Latin, Spanish) from grade 6
- English and Spanish in the qualification phase on raised level, French if sufficient numbers choose, Latin as 4th or 5th exam subject

Special range of activities
„Schule gegen Rassismus – Schule mit Courage“ („No racism at school – civic courage school“)
- „Europe school“: Europe trip of 10th grade to the six partner schools with return visits of all schools in Europe week, workshops, Europe evening
- Activities related to „Eco-school“ (certified), experience nature and sustainability education in the subjects, energy saving manager
- Particularly spacious school grounds left in their natural state with playground for 5th and 6th grade
- Flexible lesson structure, project phases with main subjects and presentation forums (also interdisciplinary, learning places outside school)
- Profiles in the qualification phase: linguistic, scientific, social and fine arts-artistic focus, sport as P5 subject
Work group activities: Music: choir/orchestra/band, instrumental lessons, Sport: girls’ football, hockey, football, rowing, rowing excursion, Others: Biodiversity project, researcher, school hostel, garden, theatre work groups, remedial activity: HÜLF work group (help-practise-learn-foster)

- Training as school paramedics, conflict mediators and media scouts (Juuport)
- Individual advice services through advisory teachers and school counsellors
- Varied excursion schedule: skiing trips in grade 7 and on secondary level II
- School hostel work with a host of activities available and our own refurbished gym hall (see homepage: www.landheim-tellkampfschool.de)

Cooperation partners
- School partnerships in the setting of the Europe week with Baza/ Spain, Den Haag/Netherlands, Örebro/Sweden, Riga/Latvia, Rouen/France, as well as USA exchange, international programs
- Cooperation with Leibniz University, Hannover (trainees, projects) and educational courses in Hannover (teacher training)
- Cooperation with Young actors (Junges Schauspiel), orchestra in the stairwell (im Treppenhaus)
- Official partner school of Hannover 96, partner school of Federal Handball Association „Die Recken“
- Numerous cooperations with the school hostel and in the all-day section (Janun e.V., Milan, Juuport and much more.)

Vocational orientation
- Work placements in grade 9 (fact-finding company tours, social work placement) and grade 11 as a work placement to prepare for the career and studies – also possible in Sweden
- Contact person career advisory service, individual advice for studies
- Talks on vocational orientation by speakers (university, business, IHK, Employment Agency)
School organisation

- Three-track
- All-day school on three days per week (Monday, Tuesday, Thursday)
- Class day for the 5th grade
- Double period model
- Class teacher teams
- Introduction class for students with upper secondary school qualification I (formerly secondary modern students)
- All senior grade profiles (exception: sport)
- CertiLingua school
- Cafeteria (Raabenpick, is run by parents)
- School’s own refectory

Inclusion

- Barrier-free on ground floor

Foreign languages available

- English from grade 5
- Latin, French, Spanish from grade 6
- New beginners Spanish from grade 10
- Bilingual lessons from grade 7 in one subject (biology, geography, history)
- Extension of English through project-oriented phases (communication training, regional studies, theatre and radio plays) in grades 7 and 8
- Students can continue bilingual lessons in biology in the qualification phase if chosen by sufficient numbers, a fifth exam subject is possible
- Participation in international student congresses (MEP and HMCE)
- Preparation for acquiring the DELF language diplomas in French
- Taking part in PDLA (Prix des lycéens allemands) possible
- CertiLingua school
- Class trip of 10th grades to Hastings (England)
Special range of activities

- Special subjects in grades 5/6: choir class, mathematics-science class, SAZ class – self-determined work time („selbstbestimmte Arbeitszeit“)
- Obligatory class day for 5th grade
- Prevention of violence, self-defence
- Homework assistance, remedial teaching
- Comprehensive choice of work groups: theatre, choir, Big Band, orchestra, Delf, chess, nature work group, computer licence
- Courses in performance/ acting from grade 10
- Health prevention
- Ski alpin compact course
- School paramedics
- Life Science Lab with bio-technological laboratory
- Participation in competitions (reading aloud competition, Känguru competition, BigChallenge, This is chemistry, Biology olympics, chemistry olympics, Young researchers (Jugend forscht))

Cooperation partners

- Base school of the project: Life Science Lab with bio-technological laboratory
- Cooperation with Leibniz University, Hannover
- Cooperation with the City Library, Hannover
- Cooperation with TKH Hannover

Vocational orientation

- Modules on career choice and preparation for studies from grade 9
- Work placement in grade 10
- Vocational information day for qualification phase in grades 11 and 12
- Individual vocational advice in cooperation with the Employment Agency
Locations of Comprehensive Schools in Hannover, State Capital
THE COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL

Depending on its location, the comprehensive school accommodates the school grades 5 to 13 or 5 to 10.

According to the Lower Saxony School Act (NSchG), there are only admission limits set for the secondary level I of comprehensive schools. Thus, for this type of school, there is no guarantee of a place.

At this type of school, students with different performance potential learn from and with one another. They are taught by teachers of all types of school according to a common syllabus. In order to acknowledge the individual learning progress, learning development reports or report cards are handed out. To encourage and challenge in specialized lessons, learning of methods and social learning throughout the whole teaching process characterise the pedagogical self-concept of the comprehensive school as a „School for all“ in secondary level I.

In the 5th and 6th grade, the entire body of lessons is given to the whole class. From grade 7, an outer subject performance differentiation is conducted in several subjects. In mathematics and English, there are advanced courses from school grade 7, in German from school grade 8 and in sciences from school grade 9.

Elective compulsory courses are available from the 7th school year and after the 9th school year according to the particular capacities of the school. From these, the students can form their own study focus according to their own respective inclinations. The compulsory foreign language at the comprehensive school is English. From the 6th school year, all interested students can learn a second foreign language.

All the certificates of general education can be acquired after the 10th school grade, as well as the Abitur at the five large schools with upper secondary level II: IGS Kronnsberg, IGS Linden, Leonore-Goldschmidt School-IGS Hannover-Mühlenberg, IGS Rorbruch and IGS Büssingweg with combined senior grades for IGS List and IGS Vahrenheide/Sahlkamp.

Vocational orientation takes place with cooperation partners such as the vocational colleges, the Employment Agency, the chambers of commerce and industry, and in particular the companies with trainee programs and educational institutions.

Among others, the measures include:

Career advice, student work placements, fact-finding company tours, lesson in cooperation with vocational colleges, work-related practical projects and practice-oriented learning phases within special subjects. They are based on the measures pertinent to the type of school of the other general education types of school.

The special features of the single comprehensive schools are illustrated on the following pages.

The comprehensive schools sponsored by the city are four- to eight-track schools and are offered as all-day schools which provide lunch in the schools’ own refectories.
School organisation
- Compulsory all-day school (from 8.15 until 15.40)
- Reliable on two to three afternoons
- Modern, roomy refectory
- Cafeteria
- Lunch break with warm meals
- Playing and recreation activities during lunch break
- Broad range of work group activities
- Profiles offered in 5th and 6th grade
- Range of elective compulsory courses 9th and 10th grades
- Double period lessons
- Encourage and Challenge hours grades 5 to 8
- Project week

Inclusion
- Barrier-free parts of building
- Inclusive school
- Language learning class

Foreign language sequence
- First foreign language English
- Second foreign language French or Spanish from grade 6
- More foreign languages are planned to follow
Special range of activities

• Social training – boosting the community team spirit
• Method training and promotion of independent learning
• School buddies, conflict mediators, school paramedics
• Encouraging inclusive teaching and school life
• Project days at the riding stables
• Interdisciplinary learning, class trips
• Multi-medial learning environment, work at the computer from the 5th grade
• Computer licence, work with the Smartboard
• Method and social training
• Training as school paramedics
• Project Mobility
• Prevention of violence
• Environmental education

Cooperations

• Cooperation with educational institutions, with TSV Hannover-Burgdorf, Hannover 96, Hannover Indians, BSC Badenstedt
• Cooperation with the vocational colleges (BBS): BBS me, BBS 3 and BBS Handel
• Efforts to set up partnership with Tanzania

Vocational orientation

• Potential analysis (grade 7 or 8)
• Workshop days (grade 8)
• Trial work placement (grade 8)
• Student work placement (grade 9)
• On-going advice and support in transition school-job through the Employment Agency, through entry into the labour market mentoring and also the Association for the Support of Foreign Young People (Gesellschaft zur Förderung ausländischer Jugendlicher (GFA) from grade 8)
• ALI (Aktion Lehrstellen Initiative) campaign for apprenticeships in cooperation with the GFA and and the Social Centre Linden: involved in compiling the ALI brochure in cooperation with the companies located in the city quarter who provide places for work placements and apprenticeships (grade 9)

Vocational information exchange (grade 8 to 10)

• Job application training (grade 9)
• Fact-finding company tours (grade 9 and 10)
• Appearance & effect: Seminar about self-presentation with the actor Bengt Kiene (grade 10)
IGS BOTHFELD
Hintzehof 9 | 30659 Hannover
Telephone 168 | 48334
Fax 168 | 48064
E-Mail igs-bothfeld@Hannover-Stadt.de
Internet www.igs-bothfeld.de

School organisation
• Lower Saxony’s first culture school (cultural education in all subjects and active participation in cultural life in Hannover)
• Four-track
• Open school start from 7.30
• Compulsory all-day school
• Class teacher teams
• Open lesson forms
• All-day activities available from Monday to Friday until 16.30
• Lunch in school’s own refectory
• Cafeteria
• School social work
• City district library on-site

Inclusion
• Barrier-free school building

Foreign languages available
• English from grade 5
• French from grade 6
• Spanish from grade 6

Special range of activities
• Broad range of activities offered daily until 16.30
• Project lessons in close collaboration with cooperation partners
• Reading periods
• Creative periods
• Learning offices
• Self-organised learning firmly anchored in timetable
• Class council
• School paramedic service
• Social training
- Swimming lessons in grade 5
- Bilingual teaching is offered from grade 8
- Wikipedia work group network school
- DaZNet school

**Cooperation partners**
- Project school „School:Culture!“
- Kestnergesellschaft
- NDR Radio philharmonic
- Landesmuseum
- Media Centre (Medienzentrum)
- Theatre (Schauspielhaus)
- St John’s Ambulance Service regd. association
- Albert-Schweitzer-Familienwerk
- Pestalozzi Foundation

**Vocational orientation**
- Individual career advice given by external professional (Pro Beruf) on-site daily
- Career-entry Mentoring (BNW)
- Social society-based work placement
- Career and studies-oriented work placement
- Potential analysis in grade 7/8
- Interdisciplinary vocational orientation
IGS BÜSSINGWEG
Büssingweg 9 | 30165 Hannover
Telephone 168 | 43442
Fax 168 | 41326
E-Mail igsbuessingweg@hannover-stadt.de
Internet www.igs-buessingweg.de

School organisation
• Number of tracks: four
• Compulsory all-day school with all-day program on four days and the option of a warm meal at lunchtime
• Location of the combined senior grades – secondary level II of the comprehensive schools List, Vahrenheide-Sahlkamp and Büssingweg
• No number marks until grade 8, no class repeated until grade 10
• Class teacher teams
• Depending on dedication and performance, all the certificates of general education secondary level I and II can be acquired
• Joint lessons with individually different requirements
• Social education workers involved in vocational orientation and for looking after the students in general

Inclusion
• Some parts of the school grounds are barrier-free
• For years, we have successfully been looking after eight to ten children in every grade with various remedial needs that require support. However, admission is limited.
• Two language learning classes.

Foreign languages available
• First foreign language from grade 5 English
• Second foreign language French or Spanish from grade 6
• Second foreign language / third foreign language from grade 11 Spanish or French
Special range of activities
- We want to become Hannover’s friendliest school!
- Multi-faceted range of work groups (sport, art, theatre, languages...)
- Interdisciplinary learning, class trips
- Student exchange with France, language trips to Spain and England
- Ski courses in both secondary levels; alternative games and sports festivals in all grades
- Method and social training
- Training to qualify as school paramedics
- Prevention of violence

Cooperation partners
- School partnership with Collège René Cassin, Guénange, France
- Collaboration with other comprehensive schools in Quality Network Q-IGS
- School partnership with Kaufhof (department store)

Vocational orientation
- Career-entry mentoring
- Projects with external educational institutions
- Interdisciplinary vocational orientation
IGS KRONSBERG
Kattenbrookstrift 30 | 30539 Hannover

Nebenstelle
Friedrich-Wulfert-Platz 1
Telephone 168 | 34217
Fax 168 | 34209
E-Mail school@Hannover-Stadt.de
Internet www.IGSKronsberg.de

School organisation
• Six-track
• Compulsory all-day school
  (Mondays to Thursdays 8 until 16.00, Fridays 8 until 13.30)
• Rhythmisation (teaching – leisure time)
• One-hour lunch break with warm meals and kiosk
• Social education workers (areas of work: vocational orientation and school social work)
• Multifaceted work groups
• School at two locations
  External facility grades 5 to 8, main building grades 9 to 13

Inclusion
• Barrier-free school building
• Language learning classes

Foreign languages available
• English from grade 5
• Spanish, French from grade 6
Special range of activities
- Media education, (multi-medial learning environment)
- Fine arts-aesthetic education, e.g. band class
- Eco-education (School zoo, school forest project)
- Cooperation: parents–school
- School festivals
- Class trips
- Interdisciplinary learning – project phases
- Projects for social studies
- Qualification as a sports assistant

Cooperation partners
- Education Network Hannover South-east (Bildungsnetzwerk BiNE): Cooperation with Youth Support (Jugendhilfe), neighbouring schools, child day centres and KroKuS, the city district centre
- Network of comprehensive schools
- Network school in DaZ NeT (German as a second language)
- Student companies
- TSV Hannover Burgdorf
- Hannover Indians

Vocational orientation
- Career advice through the Employment Agency in school
- Support for vocational advice through a vocational training pilot
- Career choice from grade 8
- Attendance at vocational fairs
- Work placement and social work placement
School organisation
- All-day school
- Lessons and work groups on four afternoons
- Warm lunch with five dishes to choose from
- Healthy breakfast at school kiosk
- Daily sports' activities during lunch break
- School zoo and geo-botanical school garden
- Three work and practice hours per week instead of homework
- Learning development reports instead of report cards from grade 5 to 8
- Binding learning dialogue between parents, students and teachers
- Action-oriented learning in interdisciplinary connections
- Introduction of laptops as an obligatory working tool for all students from grade 7

Inclusion
- Barrier-free school building
- Several years' experience with inclusive educational work

Foreign languages available
- First foreign language English
- Second foreign language: French or Spanish from grade 6
- Language certificate DELF (French) in the 10th grade

Special range of activities
- Research classes with focus on sciences and technology from grade 5 to 10, one class per grade
- Wind instrument classes from grade 5 to 10, one class per grade
- Choir and percussion classes from grade 5 to 7
- Sponsoring the highly gifted in the Cooperation Union North-east (Kooperationsverband Nord-Ost)
- Support of independent learning
- Cooperative learning as a teaching principle from grade 5
- Elective compulsory section with theatre, sport, computer technology courses and other courses
- Eco-school in Europe with many scientific projects
- Several awards as a sports-friendly school
Extensive range of work groups, including ski and snowboard course trips
- Weekly project afternoon in all classes with interdisciplinary lessons
- Prevention of addiction and violence in the setting of school social work
- School bee-keeping company (Imkerei der IGS List)
- Bike workshop and the use of bikes for all journeys in Hannover
- „Challenge“ project in 8th grade with challenging activities
- Elective compulsory course “Social responsibility”: taking on responsibility for other people outside of school
- Students coach students: students in 9th and 10th grades help students in 5th and 6th grade

Cooperation partners
- Student exchange with Spain, France, Poland and China
- Study trip to England
- Collaboration in Quality Network of comprehensive schools in Hannover and the region
- Collaboration in Quality Network of comprehensive schools to optimise the quality of teaching (NIQU)
- Collaboration with countrywide association of progressive schools „A glimpse over the fence“

Vocational orientation
- Social work placement in the 8th grade
- Work placement in the 9th grade and career advice in school
- Seminar week on career and life planning in the 9th grade
- Vocational sponsorships in cooperation with the Volunteer Centre Hannover regd. association
- Several awards as a vocation- and career choice-friendly school
IGS LINDEN
Am Lindener Berge 11 | 30449 Hannover
Telephone 168 | 45602
Fax 168 | 45759
E-Mail igs-linden@Hannover-Stadt.de
Internet www.igs-linden.de

School organisation
- Six-track grades
- Compulsory all-day school with school’s own refectory and a varied choice of work groups and leisure activities
- City district school with grammar school senior grades
- All general education certificates of secondary level I and Abitur
- Work closely with our social education workers (single consultations, cooperation in the area of social learning etc.)
- Work in class teacher teams
- Homework in the scope of weekly schedule hours
- Theme classes – developing individual focuses
- School with culture and cultural diversity

Inclusion
- Inclusive learning, Challenge and Encourage until grade 10 based on many years of experience in inclusive-pedagogical area
- Equal opportunity through individual mentoring of learning
- Language learning classes – integration through language
- Lessons in teams of remedial school teachers with ordinary school teachers

Foreign languages available
- First foreign language: English from grade 5
- Second foreign language from grade 7 – more time for orientation: French, Spanish, Latin and Turkish
- Continuation of all foreign languages in secondary level II (exception: Turkish)
- Beginning a second foreign language in senior grades possible

Special range of activities
- Social learning as a prevention project from grade 5
- Cultural school: projects with State Theatre, performances and exhibitions, work with Hannoverian artists and much more ...
- All-day music lessons for grades 5 to 8
- Hostel and study trips
- We’re writing our own book – book project in grade 6
- Zoo project in grade 7
- ALBATROS – Management game – company simulation, project in grade 8
- Reading mentoring and competence verification in grade 9
- Training of PC assistants and multi-media coaches
- Ski course in secondary levels I and II
- Occupational therapeutic support on-site
- Breakfast choice in students’ cafe (Tuesday to Thursday)
- Pilot school in media development plan of the city of Hannover

Cooperation partners
- European Network school – cooperation with eight countries
- Contacts abroad and regular student exchange with Spain, France and Tanzania
- State Theatre Hannover and Music School Hannover
- City Library Hannover
- Zoo Hannover
- Memorial site Bergen-Belsen and Hannover-Ahlem

Vocational orientation
- Career choice seal and one of 20 Lower Saxon lighthouse schools for vocational orientation
- Potential analysis (profile of strengths) in grade 7 and simultaneous introduction of career choice pass
- Operative simulation ALBATROS in grade 8 (the whole grade transforms itself into a company for one week)
- Two-week work placement both in grades 8 and 9
- Lessons in cooperation with the BBS in 12 different occupational fields in grade 9 and 10 (one chosen occupational field three hours a week)
- Vocational orientation in the 12th grade
- Career advice, fact-finding company tours, job application training and visits to career choice fairs and university information days
School organisation
- Compulsory all-day school (from 8 until 15.45)
- All certificates of secondary levels I and II are possible.
- Special subject classes in grades 5 and 6
- Two class teachers in grades 5 to 8
- School meals in the new refectory (warm meals) and filled rolls and salad in the bistro; member of the German Network of School Catering *(Deutsches Netzwerk Schulverpflegung)* (DNSV)
- Elective compulsory courses in grades 6 to 10, profile courses in grades 9 and 10
- On secondary level II, besides the standard syllabus, the special subjects art, music and sport are also offered.

Inclusion
- The school is completely barrier-free
- Experience in teaching children with remedial needs
- Two language learning classes, broad range of experience with German as a second language

Foreign language sequence
- English from grade 5
- French, Spanish from grade 6
- Spanish from grade 11

Special range of activities
Award as Europe school „Schule ohne Rassismus – Schule mit Courage“ („No racism in school – school with civic courage“)
Selected place – Germany, land of ideas (Awarded by the Federal President)
Energy-saving champions, on several occasions first sponsor prizes from the Preussag-Stiftung
Several UNESCO award for „Education for sustainable development“
VDI award as competence centre „Youth discovers technology“
Several awards as Eco-school in Europe
- Computer licence from grade 5
- Applied computer science (robotics) in grades 7 to 10
- Environmental education: Eco-school in Europe, SchoolLAB, BioLAB
- Exchange with schools in France and the Czech Republic
- Fine arts-cultural education: Theatre Teaching Centre (Theaterpädagogisches Zentrum (TPZ), extensive theatre work in all grades
- Performance as the third artistic subject and Abitur exam subject in secondary level II
- Remedial class: training hours in grades 5 and 6, homework help
- Social training in grade 5
- Class business hours in all grades of Sec I
- Rugby, skiing course in secondary levels I and II
- School paramedic service, work group bike workshop
- Student exchange with France, Czech Republic

Cooperations
- Partner school of Hannover 96
- Leibniz University: faculty German / Ga S; Music University: Music / GaS (German as a 2nd language)
- School paramedic service in cooperation with Order of St John’s
- Cooperation contracts with school biology centre and Wilhelm-Raabe School
- Cooperation contract with church congregation
- Cooperation with Rotary and Lions Club

Vocational orientation and preparation for the job
- Quality seal „Career choice and vocation-friendly school“
- Mentoring for career-entry
- Development of focus through profile courses in grades 9 and 10
- Cooperation with Rotary, Lions Club, Education centre of Anna Foundation (Bildungswerk des Annastifts)
- Our own advice centre from „Pro Beruf“ in sc
- Work together with vocational colleges
- Vocational pilot from January 2017
IGS RODERBRUCH
Rotekreuzstraße 23 | 30627 Hannover
Telephone 168 | 48701
Fax 168 | 48844
E-Mail igs-roderbruch@hannover-stadt.de
Internet www.igs-roderbruch.de

School organisation
• Primary section: four-track with learning across grades
  Secondary level I: six-track in the grades team structure;
  admission of at least 2 classes in grade 5
• Secondary level II: seven-track with all profiles
• Semi-compulsory all-day school with three compulsory afternoons and two
  activities afternoons
• Refectory for everyone and in grades 1 to 6 lunch together at ready-laid table.
• Teachers with all teaching degrees; grades and class teacher team
• Social education workers (classic school social work), advisory teachers
• Work and practice hours mentored by class teacher
• Class business hours up to and including grade 10
• Learning development reports and within-class grouping until grade 8
• Kiosk and bio-skini with school milk and school fruit program
• School library
• Spacious school building and leafy grounds

Inclusion
• Specialised school for physical-motoric support needs
• Barrier-free school building
• Since 1973 experience in inclusive pedagogical work with children who have physical-
  motoric support needs
• Remedial school teacher with all special focuses, physiotherapists

Foreign languages available
• English, Latin, Spanish, French, Business English
• Language village
• Partner school in Canada, Spain and England trip in the 8th grade

Special range of activities
• IGS Rorbruch - my school/concepts: www.igs-rorbruch.de
• Profile: „School:Culture!, Eco-school Europe/Agenda 21 School
- Broad range of elective and elective compulsory activities; also in addition to the 2nd foreign language from grade 9
- Campaign weeks with project-oriented work
- Special subject classes: researcher classes, music classes
- Work with digital media
- Solar technology and school-based energy management, robotics
- Junior Lab, Youth researches, „Miniphänomenta“
- Performing/acting as an exam subject – awards from all over Europe
- Student Film festival „RodaKino“, Poetry Slam of foreign languages, concerts and musicals
- Project „Lest we forget“ – trip to Ausschwitz
- Project together with refugees: „One world for everyone“
- School without racism
- Class business hours in all grades
- Class and skiing trips
- Social work placement in grade 8
- Reading mentoring „Students help students“, mediating conflicts
- School paramedic service

Cooperation partners
- Project participation in: „School: Culture!“, Eco-school Europe, BISS, DazNet
- Music School Hannover, Music Centre Hannover, Eisfabrik, Kulturtreff Rorbruch, MINT Cooperation network, companies, for instance TNT-Express, TUI, die Schlütersche Verlagsgesellschaft, MHH, Seniorenstift GDA, Niedersachsen Metall, VDI, HWK, Dehoga, AWO, GIS,
- Schools: Edmonton/Canada, BBS 2, Quality Network of comprehensive schools

Vocational orientation
- Student companies, potential analysis with subsequent parents-student-teacher talk, social work placement, work placement, in-school work placement exchange, job application training, company tours, vocational orientation week, university information days;
- Career advice on-site: Employment Agency and vocational pilots
- HWK Lernallianz, Dehoga, MINT Cooperation network, MHH, UNI
School organisation
- Five classes in grade 5
- Compulsory all-day school (Mondays-Fridays 8 -15.25, Fridays until 13.10)
- Lunch break with warm meal in our own refectory, kiosk with healthy breakfast
- Social education worker for counselling, help in crises, mediating conflict and other things
- Joint teaching by two teachers in many class hours, class management as a team, lesson planning in teams
- Joint teaching with different levels of ability
- Elective compulsory courses in grades 7 to 10 (sciences, social studies, work-business-technology, sport and health, bio-technology)
- Active intervals
- Mentoring „On the way to the Abitur“

Inclusion
- Barrier-free areas in school building
- Inclusive school since 2009
- Two language learning classes
- Special range of activities for quick learners in lessons

Foreign languages available
- English from grade 5
- French from grade 6 (choice of the second foreign language is voluntary)

Special range of activities
- Work groups: sport (trampoline, Thai boxing, Wing Sun), Fit for the Abi,
- performing / acting, artistic-cultural activities, school band, cooking, ...
- School paramedic service
- Method training
- Social learning
- Day of sciences
- Activities with educational experiences (ropes course)
- Trips abroad to Paris and England from grade 9, student exchange England
Cooperation partners
- School Association Herrenhausen-Stöcken
- Goethe Grammar School – mentored transition to the senior grades
- Member of Regional Concept Hannover-Nordwest (Regionaler Konzept Hannover-Nordwest)
- Member of Quality Network of Comprehensive Schools Hannover
- Cooperation with business companies and associations
- Cooperations with vocational colleges of the Hannover region
- Collaboration with Youth Centre Opa Seemann

Vocational orientation
- Contact person: Lina Müller
- Preparation for grammar school senior grades, mentored transition to Goethe Grammar School
- Work placements in grade 9 and 10
- Vocational orientation project: potential analysis in grade 7, workshop phase in grade 8
- Job application training
- Annual careers’ fair
- Cooperation with vocational colleges in the Hannover region, Profile course in class 9/10
- Career choice from grade 8
- Specialised practical subject work in small groups in technology from grade 5
- School’s own foundry
IGS SÜDSTADT
Altenbekener Damm 20 | 30173 Hannover
Telephone 168 | 39792
168 | 44290
Fax 168 | 49064
E-Mail info@igs-suedstadt.de
Internet www.igs-suedstadt.de

School organisation
- Four-track comprehensive school
- Compulsory all-day school (Monday to Thursday from 7.30 to 15.30)
- Lunch break with warm meals on the compulsory days
- Class management and grades teams
- Double period model
- Individual learning times in the all-day flexible style
- Qualified supplement to the lessons offered through extra-curricular activities and work groups
- Four-sectioned competence experience profile in grade 5
- Advisory team consisting of social education workers and school social workers (vocational orientation, advice, social learning offers etc.)

Inclusion
- Experience already made in inclusive pedagogical work in the area of remedial needs concerning support in learning and language

Foreign languages available
- English from grade 5
- French and Spanish from grade 6

Special range of activities
- Grades-oriented organisation
- Focus on social learning and individual learning development
- Strengthening self-responsible learning
- Learning and weekly plan work
- „Working and practising“ hours
- Integration of learning places outside school
- Project days
- Interest-oriented, varied work group activities
- Learning development reports and obligatory learning development talks
- Active school parents’ council
- Joint parties and events
- Logbook
- Refectory
- Teaching kitchen
- Two PC rooms

Cooperation partners
- *Katholische Familienbildungsstätte e.V.* (Catholic Family Education Centre)
- Theatre Hannover
- City library, Hannover
- Mentor e.V.
- AWO - Workers’ Welfare Association Project KonneX
- Diakovere Annastift
- Children and youth facilities of the LHH
- Sports clubs

Vocational orientation
- Vocational orientation concept from grade 5
- Interdisciplinary vocational orientation
- Career advice through social education worker on-site
- Advice in BIZ and also through staff of the Agency for Work at school
- Projects with external educational institutions
- Cooperation with vocational colleges
School organisation
- Grades 5 to 10, four-track
- Grammar school senior grades at IGS Büssingweg
- Compulsory all-day school on four afternoons (7.45 until 15.30)
- Daily from 7:45 to 8:30 Uhr: work and practice time for all students
- Lessons in 80-minute blocks
- Lunch (three choices) and healthy breakfast at the school kiosk
- Social education worker for vocational orientation, advice, social training, leisure time activities
- Weekly class hour with class council
- Class teacher teams

Inclusion
- Barrier-free school building
- Inclusive schooling in all classes of grades 5 to 8
- Inclusive schooling of students with remedial support for their needs in learning, hearing and speaking
- Language learning class and groups
- In-depth and binding learning development talks with target agreements (student-parents-teacher talks)

Foreign languages available
- English from grade 5
- French from grade 6
- Turkish in the setting of lessons in students' mother tongue from grade 7

Special range of activities
- Special subject classes grade 5 and 6 (music, theatre, researchers)
- Practice-oriented projects
- Students' laboratory IGELab
- Game and sport fests, grade meetings
- Sport box, games to be lent out
- Wide variety of work groups: dance, tennis, judo, art, football, guitar
- Holidays activity „Summer school“
- Conflict mediator program
- School helpers
- Their own class gardens for 5th and 6th class
- Large grounds
- School trips in classes 5, 7 and 10
- Study trip to Great Britain
- Winter sports trip
- School radio

Cooperation partners
- Pro Beruf GmbH (transition school–work)
- Partner school State theatre (*Staatstheater*) (culture pass for all students)
- Youth Centre camp
- Culture meeting point, Vahrenheide
- KonneX (advice office for students and their parents)
- Partner school Hannover 96 and SV Odin Rugby
- Order of St John’s Ambulance Service (*Johanniter-Unfall-Hilfe e.V.*)
- Association of the Chemical Industry
- Continental AG, Hüttene Albertus and other companies
- Rotary Hannover-Eilenriede

Vocational orientation
Seal of quality career choice and vocation-friendly school with sponsor prize for model parents’ work
- Advice centre Pro Beruf in school
- Vocational pilots
- Project „Follow me“
- Student production company „IxCon“ in 8th grade
- Practice days in class 8
- Work placements in classes 9 and 10
- Boss project in class 10, job application training with partners outside school
- Project days preparation for senior grades
- Profile development through elective compulsory courses: theatre/art/music, business and technology,
- health and social matters, information technology, sciences
Independent schools with primary education

FREIE EVANGELISCHE SCHULE HANNOVER
Prinz-Albrecht-Ring 67 | 30657 Hannover
Telephone  6044570
Internet  www.fesh.de

Open all-day school (school fees payable)

Primary school
Comprehensive school – secondary and secondary modern sections
Comprehensive school - grammar school section, Sec. I and II

FREIE WALDORF SCHULE HANNOVER-MASCHSEE
Rudolf-von-Bennigsen-Ufer 70 | 30173 Hannover
Telephone  807090
Internet  www.waldorschule-maschsee.de

Open all-day school (school fees payable)

Primary school
Secondary levels I and II

FREIE WALDORF SCHULE HANNOVER-BOTHFELD
Weidkampshaide 17 | 30659 Hannover
Telephone  647590
Internet  www.waldorschule-bothfeld.de

Semi-compulsory all-day school (school fees payable)

Primary education
Secondary education I
and II
Remedial teaching
ReT – focus on learning
ReT – focus on emotional and social development
ReT - focus on mental development
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL HANNOVER REGION
Bruchmeisterallee 6 | 30169 Hannover
Telephone 27041650
Internet www.is-hr.de

Open all-day school (school fees payable)
Primary education
Secondary education levels I and II

KÄMMER INTERNATIONAL BILINGUAL SCHOOL (KIBS) HANNOVER
Paderborner Str. 1 | 30539 Hannover
Telephone 2200890
Internet www.kaemmerinternational.de

Compulsory all-day school (school fees payable)
Primary school
Grammar school secondary levels I and II

MONTESSORI BILDUNGSHAUS HANNOVER
Bonner Straße 10 | 30173 Hannover
Telephone 22008630
Internet www.montessori-bhs.de

Open all-day school (school fees payable)
Primary school
Secondary levels I and II
FREIES GYMNASIUM HANNOVER
Prinz-Albrecht-Ring 59 - 61 | 30657 Hannover
Telephone 60480000
Internet www.freies-gymnasium-hannover.de/

Compulsory all-day school (school fees payable)
Primary school
Grammar school – Secondary levels I and II

Without Primary school

WERK-STATT-SCHULE HANNOVER
Roscherburg 2-4 | 30657 Hannover
Telephone 60609812
Internet www.werkstattschule.de

Semi-compulsory all-day school (school fees payable)
Secondary school
ReT – focus on emotional and social development

LUDWIG WINDHORST SCHULE
Altenbekener Damm 81 | 30173 Hannover
Telephone 880051
Internet http://luwi-hannover.de/

Open all-day school (no school fees payable) Concordat school
New secondary school
ST.-URSULA-SCHULE HANNOVER
Simrockstr. 20 | 30171 Hannover
Telephone 2704130
Internet www.st-ursula-schule-hannover.de

Half-day school (school fees payable)
Grammar school – Secondary levels I and II

LEINETAL SCHULEN
Berkhusenstr. 120 | 30625 Hannover
Telephone 53899860
Internet www.leinetalschulen.de

Compulsory all-day school
(school fees payable)

Secondary modern school
Grammar school - Secondary levels I and II
STATE CAPITAL HANNOVER
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